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A Side of Fergus
You Won’t Want to Miss
FERGUS: A HORSE TO BE RECKONED WITH
Jean Abernethy

T

rafalgar Square Books is pleased to announce the release of Fergus: A Horse to Be Reckoned
With by Jean Abernethy.

Fergus, the cartoon horse with an international following-—
now a bonafide social media star—is back! Following up the
immensely popular 2015 release of the rolicking comic-strip
treasury The Essential Fergus the Horse, this new book explores
the rise and mass acceptance of natural horsemanship training
techniques via a comical conversation between Fergus and
“The Lad,” a young boy who is determined to ride him.
Hilariously expressive illustrations and clever verse depict the
dialog between horse and human as The Lad maintains his
amiable approach, regardless of Fergus’ doubtful reactions
and claim of equine superiority. Both endlessly entertaining
and internationally educational, Fergus: A Horse to Be Reckoned With is certain to inspire
laughter in adult readers while making a positive impression on young, would-be equestrians.
JEAN ABERNETHY has been producing equestrian-related drawings, horse portraits, and
horse cartooning for over 30 years. She has illustrated several books and instuctional articles,
technical how-to drawings, and diagrams for instructional purposes. She is also the author of
the bestselling book The Essential Fergus the Horse, also from Trafalgar Square Books.

“Fergus makes us laugh, whether he is bedeviled by flies or explaining to

his rider the benefits of falling off: ‘You wanted to practice groundwork
and flatwork and you wanted to practice without stirrups. And there you
are...flat on the ground and with no stirrups. Looks like a success to me!’”
—New York Horse Magazine
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